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Luke 6:37-49 “How Should We Then Judge?” January 20, 2013 

OT Lesson: 2 Samuel 12:1-14  Brian M. Sandifer 

Jesus taught his disciples principles regarding the right and wrong way to judge others, emphasizing the 

Golden Rule, exercising spiritual discernment, and judging oneself before others—but he cautioned that 

only the gospel empowers disciples to avoid hypocrisy and judge wisely.  

I. To Judge or Not to Judge?  That is the Question! 

A. What most people in our culture think the Bible says about judging (v. 37a) 

1. This verse is one of the most often quoted and also misunderstood verses in the Bible.  In 

self-defense: “Don’t judge me!  You’re going against the Bible!”  On the attack: “Why are 

Christians so judgmental?  Doesn’t the Bible say ‘Do not judge’?”  In moral superiority: “I could 

never say someone is doing wrong or sinning.  I don’t judge anyone.” 

2. This understanding doesn’t work because it turns out to be harshly judgmental!  All people 

decide to judge according to some kind of standard that makes sense to them.  But both the 

conservatives and progressives, the religious and secular, always seem to end up judging the sins 

of others to be greater than their own.  Sometimes people decide not to judge at all, but they 

usually end up angrily judging others who they consider judgmental! 

B. What the Bible really says about judging (vv. 37-45) 

1. The popular interpretation of this verse is not completely wrong.  But it misunderstands that 

Jesus only forbids the wrong kind of judging.  In this passage Jesus teaches his followers to not 

judge, but also to be wise in their judgments, to be gracious in their judgments of others, and to be 

realistic in judging themselves.  In other words, we are to stop judging the wrong way and start 

judging the right way.  There are many biblical passages that teach the necessity of right 

judgment (Jn 7:24; 1 Cor 5:12; Gal 1:8-9; Phil 3:2; 1 Thess 2:14-15; 1 Tim 1:6-7; 3 Jn 9). 

2. Here is our dilemma: we must judge, and we will be judged according to the measure we use 

against others (Rom 2:1-3).  This is what makes “Judge not and you will not be judged” a “hard 

saying” of Jesus.  So is there a “measure of judgment” we can use that is gracious and right for 

others but will not in turn condemn us when we stumble and judge others harshly? 

II. How to Exercise Good Judgment 

A. The principle of spiritual reciprocity (vv. 37-38) 

1. Jesus gives 2 negative commands followed by 2 positive commands.  The negative 

commands exhort disciples to not do to others as you would not have them do to you.  The 

positive commands go beyond this and express the Golden Rule: do to others as you would have 

them do to you.  Jesus is commanding his disciples to stop criticizing and finding fault with 

others, judging and condemning them before God. 

2. Verse 38 clarifies the spiritual reciprocity principle.  The measure we use will overflow to us.  

If we judge harshly, we will be judged with abundant harshness.  To those who forgive and give 

to others, God will respond by giving a good measure (not meagerly), pressed down (filling 

without holes or gaps left), shaken (so the measure will settle and you will be fully filled), 

running over your lap (so the measure will be piled high).  There are many biblical examples of 

sowing and reaping sparingly (Gen 13:10-11; 14:11-12; 1 Sam 25:10-11, 37-38; Hag 1:6, 9; Jas 

5:1-5), and sowing and reaping generously (Gen 13:7-9; 15:1, 18-21; 17:1-8; 44:18-34; 49:8-10; 

1 Sam 1:11, 19-20; 3:19; Jer 38:7-13; 39:15-18; Phil 3:7-8; 2 Tim 4:8). 
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B. The principle of teachers shaping disciples (vv. 39-40) 

Be careful who you choose to follow.  The blind man in this short parable illustrates one blind to his 

own faults leading others to fall into a pit.  Lesson: don’t follow people who you don’t want to be 

like.  A disciple is necessarily shaped by the character and doctrine of his teacher.  Jesus is a gracious, 

forgiving, and good teacher; therefore fully training disciples should look like him. 

C. The principle of spiritual blindness leading to hypocrisy (vv. 41-42) 

1. Luke records Jesus’ examples of hypocrites (Lk 11:42; 12:56; 13:15).  A hypocrite in the 

biblical sense is a play actor looking for the praise of men.  Jesus is condemning those who act 

out religious behavior to gain attention, acceptance, approval, admiration, or applause from 

others.  A hypocrite is motivated to judge by his pride, so he might build himself up by tearing 

others down (Lk 18:11-12).  Right judgment is motivated by love, for humbly warning people of 

sin’s danger out of love for them (Gal 6:1; Heb 3:13). 

2. We should not be so consumed in thinking about other people’s sins that we become blind to 

our own.  Note that we often rationalize our own sins by dwelling on the same sins that appear to 

be worse in others.  If you remember your own sins when you are tempted to judge and condemn 

others, then you might find you have less to say. 

D. The principle of judging character by words and actions (vv. 43-45) 

1. Words and actions are determined by character.  A person’s words and actions will always 

reveal the character of that person’s heart.  A good heart will be revealed by the person’s words 

and actions; a bad heart will reveal itself in like manner. 

2. (1) This principle applies to a person’s established life-pattern, not individual snapshot 

moments. (2) Some people who confess faith may turn away from God for a time (1 Cor 3:1-3) 

and thus may not be showing any good fruit.  (3) Do not give up faith in yourself (or others) if 

your examination reveals little fruit of salvation.  If God began the work of salvation, then he will 

be faithful to complete it (Phil 1:6). 

III. Becoming a Person Who Judges Wisely 

A. Heed Christ’s warning of the coming flood (vv. 46-49) 

Jesus tells a parable about two men building their homes—one is foolish and one is wise.  The wise 

one lays a proper foundation by digging.  The foolish man builds on the surface of the ground.  The 

fool’s house will never withstand the flood when it bursts upon his home.  Jesus says the wise builder 

is the one who listens and obeys his teaching, and the foolish builder is the one who merely listens.   

B. Build your house on Christ the firm foundation (vv. 47-48) 

If you confess Jesus as “Lord” but do not build your life on him, then you are not preparing for crises.  

When the flood comes, the lack of a firm foundation will sweep you away (Ezek 13:8-16).  If you 

don’t lose your faith in Christ altogether, you will be saved but suffer great loss (1 Cor 3:14-15). 

Conclusion – For those who are following Jesus: do not judge or condemn others, remembering that 

Jesus was judged in your place.  If you’re not sure you are following Jesus, or if you are certain you are 

not: Jesus is calling you away from a life of judging, a life of hypocrisy, a life of future disaster.  You can 

see that Jesus is full of both truth and love.  Don’t you want that gentle truth and forgiving love in your 

life?  Build your life on him and he will set you free as well. 
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1 Original Language, Personal English Translation, and Textual Notes 

Verse Greek Literal Translation Textual Notes 

Luke 6:37 K a i. m h. kri,ne t e ( ka i. o uv m h. kri qh/t e \ kai. 
m h. ka ta di ka,z e te ( ka i. o uv m h. 
ka t ad i ka sqh/t e Å avp o l u,e t e ( ka i. 
a vp o l uqh,se sqe \ 

And do not judge, and you will not be 
judged; and do not condemn, and you will 
not be condemned.  Pardon, and you will be 
pardoned; 

The verbs in the latter half of each clause 
are in the following tenses: subj aor pass, 
subj aor pass, indic fut pass.  The phrase 
“do not judge” is in the pres imperative 
tense; hence a literal translation is “stop 
judging!” 

Luke 6:38 d i,d o t e ( ka i. d o qh,se t ai  ùm i /n\ m e,t ro n 
ka l o.n p e p ie sm e,no n se sa le um e,no n 
up̀ e re kcunno ,m e no n d w,so u si n e ivj  t o.n 
ko ,l p o n um̀ w/n\ w-| ga .r m e ,t rw| m e t rei/t e  
a vnt i me t rhqh,se t ai  um̀ i/nÅ 

Give, and it will be given to you.  Good 
measure, pressed down, shaken, poured 
out over, will be given into your lap.  For with 
the measure you measure it will be 
measured in return to you. 

 

Luke 6:39 E i=p e n d e. ka i. p a ra bo l h.n a uvt o i/j \ m h,t i  
d u,na t ai  t ufl o.j  t uf l o.n o d̀ hge i/nÈ o uvci . 
a vm f o,t e roi  eivj  b o ,quno n e vm p e so u/nt a i È 

And he also told them a parable: “Is a blind 
man able to lead a blind man?  Will they 
both not fall into a pit? 

 

Luke 6:40 o uvk e ;st i n ma qht h.j  up̀ e.r t o.n 
d i da,ska l o n\ ka t hrti sm e,no j  d e. p a/j  e ;st ai  
ẁj  o  ̀d i da,ska l o j  a uvt o u/Å 

A disciple is not above a teacher, but being 
prepared for all things he will be like his 
teacher. 

 

Luke 6:41 T i, d e . b l e,p ei j  to . ka,rf o j  t o. e vn t w/| 
o vf qa l m w/| t o u/ avd e l f o u/ so u( t h.n d e. 
d o ko.n t h.n e vn t w/| i vd i,w| o vf qa l m w/| o uv 
ka t a no ei/j È 

And why do you see the speck in your 
brother’s eye, but do not notice the log in 
your own eye? 

 

Luke 6:42 p w/j  d u,na sa i  l e,ge i n t w/| a vd e lf w/| so u\ 
a vd e lf e,( a ;f e j  evkb a ,l w t o. ka ,rf o j  to . evn 

t w/| o vf qa l m w/| so u( a uvt o.j  t h.n e vn t w/| 
o vf qa l m w/| so u d o ko .n o uv b l e,p wnÈ 
up̀ o kri ta,( e ;kb a l e  p rw/t o n t h.n d o ko.n e vk 
t o u/ ovf qa l m o u/ so u( ka i . to ,t e  di ab l e,ye i j  
t o. ka ,rf o j  t o. e vn t w/| o vf qa l m w/| t o u/ 
a vd e lf o u/ so u e vkb a l ei/nÅ 

How are you able to say to your brother, 
‘Brother, let me remove the speck that is in 
your eye,’ when you yourself do not see the 
log that is in your own eye?  You hypocrite, 
first remove the log from your own eye, and 
then you will see clearly to remove the 
speck that is in your brother’s eye. 

 

Luke 6:43 O uv ga ,r evst i n d e,nd ro n ka l o.n p o i o u/n For there is no good tree which produces 
bad fruit, nor again does a bad tree produce 

NET tn: Grk "rotten." The word sa p ro ,j, 

modifying both "fruit" and "tree," can also 
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Verse Greek Literal Translation Textual Notes 

ka rp o.n sa p ro ,n( o uvd e. p a ,l i n d e,nd ro n 
sa p ro.n p o i o u/n ka rp o .n ka l o,nÅ 

good fruit. mean "diseased" (L&N 65.28). 

 

Luke 6:44 e [ka st o n ga.r d e,nd ro n e vk t o u/ ivd i,o u 
ka rp o u/ gi nw,ske t a i \ o uv ga .r e vx avka nqw/n 
sul l e,go usi n su/ka  o uvd e . evk b a ,t o u 
st a f ul h.n t rugw/si nÅ 

For each tree is known by its own fruit.  For 
figs are not gathered from thorn bushes, nor 
are grapes picked from a bramble bush. 

 

Luke 6:45 o  ̀a vga qo .j  a;nqrwp o j  e vk t ou/ a vga qo u/ 
qhsa uro u/ t h/j  ka rd i,a j  p ro f e,re i  t o. 
a vga qo ,n( ka i. o  ̀p o nhro .j  evk t o u/ p o nhro u/ 

p ro f e,re i  t o. p o nhro ,n\ e vk ga .r 
p e ri sse u,m a to j  ka rdi,a j  la l ei / t o. st o ,m a  
a uvt o u/Å 

The good man out of the good treasure of 
his heart brings forth good, and the evil man 
from his evil brings forth evil, and for out of 
the abundance of his heart his mouth 
speaks. 

 

Luke 6:46 T i, d e , m e  ka l ei/t e \ ku,ri e  ku,ri e ( ka i. o uv 
p o ie i/t e  a] l e,gwÈ 

And why do you call me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ and 
do not do what I say? 

NET tn: The double use of the vocative is 
normally used in situations of high emotion 
or emphasis. 

Luke 6:47 P a/j  o  ̀e vrco ,m e no j  p ro,j  m e ka i. a vko u,wn 
m o u t w/n l o ,gwn ka i . p o i w/n a uvt o u,j ( 
up̀ o d ei,xw um̀ i /n t i,ni  e vst i.n o [m o i o j \ 

Everyone who comes to me and hears my 
words and does them, I will show you what 
he is like: 

 

Luke 6:48 o [m o i o,j  evst i n avnqrw,p w| o i vko d om o u/nt i  
o ivki ,a n o ]j  e;ska ye n ka i . evb a,qune n ka i . 
e ;qhke n qe m e,l i o n evp i. t h.n p e,t ra n\ 

p l hmm u,rhj  d e. ge no m e,nhj  p ro se,rhxe n o  ̀
p o ta m o.j  t h/| o i vki,a | e vke i,nh|( ka i. o uvk 
i ;scuse n sa l e u/sa i  a uvt h.n d i a. t o. ka l w/j  
o ivko d o m h/sqa i  a uvt h,nÅ 

He is like a man building a house, who dug 
and went down deep and laid a foundation 
on the rock; and when a flood came the 
stream burst against that house, and it was 
not able to be shaken because it had been 
built well. 

 

Luke 6:49 o  ̀d e. a vko u,sa j  ka i. m h. p o ih,sa j  o [m oi o,j  
e vst i n avnqrw,p w| o i vko d o m h,sa nt i  oi vki,a n 
e vp i. t h.n gh/n cw ri .j  qe m e li ,o u( h-| 

p ro se,rhxe n o  ̀p o t am o,j ( ka i. e uvqu.j  
sune ,p e se n ka i. e vge,ne t o  to . rh̀/gm a  t h/j  
o ivki ,a j  evke i ,nhj  m e,ga Å 

But the one who hears and does not do 
them is like a man who built a house on the 
ground without any foundation.  When the 
stream burst upon it, immediately it 
collapsed, and the ruin of that house was 
great. 
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2 Exegetical Outline – Luke 6:37-49 (verse summary) 

V37. Addressing his disciples, Jesus commanded them to not judge or condemn others and they 

would escape judgment and condemnation, and to forgive others and they would receive 

forgiveness. 

V38. Jesus commanded his disciples to give and it would be given to them in an overflowing 

equivalent measure. 

V39. Jesus told his disciples a parable, asking rhetorically whether a blind man can lead another 

blind man since they will both fall into a pit. 

V40. Jesus reminded them of the principle that a disciple is not greater than his teacher because 

when he is fully trained he will be have been shaped by his teacher. 

V41. Illustrating poor judgment, Jesus asked his disciples why they are so observant to spot the 

speck in a brother’s eye, but so blind as not to see the log in their own eye. 

V42a. Jesus asked his disciples how they could honestly speak to a brother regarding removing 

his eye speck when they themselves cannot see the log in their own eye. 

V42b. Jesus called such blindness hypocrisy, instructing his disciples to remove the log from 

their own eye so that they will be able to see to remove the speck their brother’s eye. 

V43. Jesus states the proverbial principle that no good tree bears bad fruit, and no bad tree can 

bear good fruit. 

V44. Jesus explained how the principle informs right judgment (judge a tree by the fruit it bears), 

illustrating it by stating the fact that neither figs nor grapes are gathered from thorn bushes. 

V45. Jesus applied this principle of correct judgment to human character, explaining that a good 

person necessarily produces good fruit from his good heart, and conversely an evil person 

necessarily produces bad fruit from his evil heart, because what is in a person’s heart overflows 

in the person’s words. 

V46. Jesus asked his disciples why they emphatically call him “Lord” but refuse to obey his 

commands. 

V47. Jesus prepared his disciples to understand what everyone who comes to him, and listens 

and obeys him, is like. 

V48. Jesus explained in a parable that such an obedient person is like a builder who dug deep to 

lay a proper foundation upon which to build his house that withstood the flood that burst against 

it. 
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V49. Conversely, Jesus explained that the person who hears him but does not obey is like a 

builder who built his house without any foundation that collapsed into great ruin immediately 

when the flood arose and burst against it. 
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3 Exegetical Outline – Luke 6:37-49 (full) 

I. Right and Wrong Ways to Judge (vv. 37-45) 

a. The Principle of Spiritual Reciprocity (vv. 37-38) 

i. V37. Addressing his disciples, Jesus commanded them to not judge or 

condemn others and they would escape judgment and condemnation, and to 

forgive others and they would receive forgiveness. 

ii. V38. Jesus commanded his disciples to give and it would be given to them in 

an overflowing equivalent measure. 

b. The Principle of Teachers Shaping Disciples (vv. 39-40) 

i. V39. Jesus told his disciples a parable, asking rhetorically whether a blind 

man can lead another blind man since they will both fall into a pit. 

ii. V40. Jesus reminded them of the principle that a disciple is not greater than 

his teacher because when he is fully trained he will be have been shaped by 

his teacher. 

c. The Principle of Spiritual Blindness Leading to Hypocrisy (vv. 41-42) 

i. V41. Illustrating poor judgment, Jesus asked his disciples why they are so 

observant to spot the speck in a brother’s eye, but so blind as not to see the log 

in their own eye. 

ii. V42a. Jesus asked his disciples how they could honestly speak to a brother 

regarding removing his eye speck when they themselves cannot see the log in 

their own eye. 

iii. V42b. Jesus called such blindness hypocrisy, instructing his disciples to 

remove the log from their own eye so that they will be able to see to remove 

the speck their brother’s eye. 

d. The Principle of Judging Character by Words and Actions (vv. 43-45) 

i. V43. Jesus states the proverbial principle that no good tree bears bad fruit, and 

no bad tree can bear good fruit. 

ii. V44. Jesus explained how the principle informs right judgment (judge a tree 

by the fruit it bears), illustrating it by stating the fact that neither figs nor 

grapes are gathered from thorn bushes. 

iii. V45. Jesus applied this principle of correct judgment to human character, 

explaining that a good person necessarily produces good fruit from his good 
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heart, and conversely an evil person necessarily produces bad fruit from his 

evil heart, because what is in a person’s heart overflows in the person’s words. 

II. A Disciple Who Perseveres Listens and Obeys His Master (vv. 46-49) 

a. A Disciple Must Call his Master “Lord” and Obey Him (v. 46) 

• V46. Jesus asked his disciples why they emphatically call him “Lord” but 

refuse to obey his commands. 

b. Persevering Disciples and Those Who Fall Away (vv. 47-49) 

i. V47. Jesus prepared his disciples to understand what everyone who comes to 

him, and listens and obeys him, is like. 

ii. V48. Jesus explained in a parable that such an obedient person is like a builder 

who dug deep to lay a proper foundation upon which to build his house that 

withstood the flood that burst against it. 

iii. V49. Conversely, Jesus explained that the person who hears him but does not 

obey is like a builder who built his house without any foundation that 

collapsed into great ruin immediately when the flood arose and burst against 

it. 
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4 Exegetical Outline – Luke 6:37-49 (abbreviated) 

Exegetical Proposition: Before concluding his Sermon on the Plain with a parable about obeying 

all his teachings, Jesus taught his disciples principles regarding the nature of judgment, including 

the principles of spiritual reciprocity, teachers shaping their disciples, spiritual blindness leading 

to hypocrisy, and judging a person’s character by his words and actions. 

I. Right and Wrong Ways to Judge (vv. 37-45) 

a. The Principle of Spiritual Reciprocity (vv. 37-38) 

b. The Principle of Teachers Shaping Disciples (vv. 39-40) 

c. The Principle of Spiritual Blindness Leading to Hypocrisy (vv. 41-42) 

d. The Principle of Judging Character by Words and Actions (vv. 43-45) 

II. A Disciple Who Perseveres Listens and Obeys His Master (vv. 46-49) 

a. A Disciple Must Call his Master “Lord” and Obey Him (v. 46) 

b. Persevering Disciples and Those Who Fall Away (vv. 47-49) 
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5 Theological Outline – Luke 6:37-49 

Theological Proposition: Before Jesus exhorted his disciples to obey all his teachings, he taught 

principles regarding right and wrong ways to judge, emphasizing the Golden Rule, exercising 

discernment, and judging oneself before others. 

I. Right and Wrong Ways to Judge (vv. 37-45) 

II. A Disciple Who Perseveres Listens and Obeys His Master (vv. 46-49)  
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6 Notes on Luke 6:37-49 

1. Vv37-45.  This passage follows Jesus’ teaching on loving enemies.  Its subject matter is 

intimately connected with the previous topic.  They should not be separated since they are 

different yet related points in the same sermon (Jesus’ Sermon on the Plain).  Therefore we 

can expect that the objections that might arise in a disciple’s heart against the teaching that 

we must love our enemies will be addressed in the concluding section of the sermon.  How 

can we love our enemies?  By not unfairly judging them.  By judging ourselves first so we 

avoid hypocrisy.  By remembering that we will be judged with the same standard we use to 

measure our enemies.  By being careful whose teaching we follow because it will shape us.  

By judging the heart (the nature of the tree) by words and actions (the tree’s fruit).  Jesus 

teaches that rather than always looking at others to judge them, we ought to be looking at 

ourselves first to judge what is wrong in our own lives. 

2. Vv37-38.  Jesus gives 2 negative commands followed by 2 positive commands.  The negative 

commands exhort disciples to not do to others as you would not have them do to you.  The 

positive commands go beyond this and express the Golden Rule, exhorting disciples to do to 

others as you would have them do to you.  Both sets of commands exhort disciples to love 

others, and in context even their enemies, by not judging them but instead forgiving them.  

This love is expressed in deeds of mercy and generosity. Jesus is not forbidding wise 

discernment, church discipline, or lawful courts (cf. Mt 18:15-17).  Rather he is commanding 

his disciples to stop criticizing and finding fault with others, judging and condemning them 

before God.  He forbids a Christian finding his “status by negation,” i.e., looking better by 

criticizing others.  The implication is that God will return the same measure of judgment and 

condemnation on him.  Overflowing blessing comes from God to those who are slow to 

condemn and quick to forgive.  Instead of being critical and censorious, leave the judgment 

of another person in the good and capable hands of the Judge of all the earth (Rom 12:17-21). 

Illustration & Application: “Human beings judge one another by their external actions. God 

judges them by their moral choices. When a neurotic who has a pathological horror of cats 

forces himself to pick up a cat for some good reason, it is quite possible that in God’s eyes he 

has shown more courage than a healthy man may have shown in winning the Victoria Cross. 

When a man who has been perverted from his youth and taught that cruelty is the right thing, 

does some tiny little kindness, or refrains from some cruelty he might have committed, and 

thereby, perhaps, risks being sneered at by his companions, he may, in God’s eyes, be doing 

more than you and I would do if we gave up life itself for a friend.  It is as well to put this the 

other way round. Some of us who seem quite nice people may, in fact, have made so little use 

of a good heredity and a good upbringing that we are really worse than those whom we 

regard as fiends….That is why Christians are told not to judge. We see only the results which 

a man’s choices make out of his raw material. But God does not judge him on the raw 

material at all, but on what he has done with it. Most of the man’s psychological make-up is 

probably due to his body: when his body dies all that will fall off him, and the real central 

man, the thing that chose, that made the best or the worst out of this material, will stand 

naked. All sorts of nice things which we thought our own, but which were really due to a 

good digestion, will fall off some of us: all sorts of nasty things which were due to complexes 
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or bad health will fall off others. We shall then, for the first time, see every one as he really 

was. There will be surprises.” ~ C.S. Lewis, Mere Christianity 

3. V37.  This verse is one of the most misunderstood teachings in the Bible.  It is also one of the 

most oft cited verses in the Bible.  It is also a verse that most people are certain they 

understand, whether they know much or very little about the Bible.  “Don’t judge me!  

You’re going against the Bible!”  “I can never say anyone is doing wrong or sinning.  I don’t 

judge anyone.”  “Why are Christians so judgmental?  Doesn’t the Bible say ‘Do not judge’?”  

This verse in context is actually teaching just the opposite.  Jesus teaches that his followers 

ought to be wise in their judgments, be gracious in their judgments of others, and be realistic 

in their judgments of themselves.  In other words, we are to judge!  But we must make good 

judgments (cf. Jn 7:24), and they must be reserved and never final because we cannot read 

another person’s heart like Jesus was able to do (Jn 2:24-25).  Disciples must avoid telling 

lies about others (Ex 23:1), speaking what is unnecessary (Prov 11:13) or unkind (Prov 18:8).  

There are many biblical passages that teach right judgment (Jn 7:24; 1 Cor 5:12; 6:1-5; Gal 

1:8-9; Phil 3:2; 1 Thess 2:14-15; 1 Tim 1:6-7; Tit 3:2, 10; 1 Jn 4:1; 2 Jn 10; 3 Jn 9).  But no 

one wants to be judged with the measure we use to judge others.  Our tendency is to judge 

others harshly.  So we must exercise judgment, and we will be judged according to the 

measure we use for others.  That is what makes “Judge not and you will not be judged” a 

hard saying of Jesus. 

4. V37. NET sn: As the Gospel makes clear, with the statement do not judge Jesus had in mind 

making a judgment that caused one to cut oneself off from someone so that they ceased to be 
reached out to (5:27–32; 15:1–32). Jesus himself did make judgments about where people stand 
(11:37–54), but not in such a way that he ceased to continue to offer them God's grace.  The point of 
the statement do not judge, and you will not be judged is that the standards one applies to others God 
applies back. 

5. V37. Is Jesus teaching that forgiveness can be earned?  That if we forgive others then this 

merits God’s forgiving our own sins?  No.  Forgiveness is a free gift of God.  Jesus addresses 

this teaching to disciples—people who have crossed from unbelief to faith, from death to life, 

from guilty to forgiven.  We cannot earn it by pushing the right religious buttons.  Jesus is 

saying that if we fail to forgive others, we show that we do not have true repentance and 

faith.  A forgiving spirit demonstrates that a person has received God’s forgiveness and been 

transformed by the Holy Spirit.  Not possessing these cuts us off from the possibility of 

God’s forgiveness. 

6. V38. NET sn: The background to the image pressed down, shaken together, running over is pouring 

out grain for measure in the marketplace. One often poured the grain into a container, shook it to 
level out the grain and then poured in some more. Those who are generous have generosity running 
over for them. 

7. V38. This is the first verse that begins to clarify what Jesus means by “judge not.”  The 

measure we use will overflow to us, like grain poured into our lap (the image is that of the 

Near East grain market where grain was poured into the “pocket” formed by the garment as it 

drops from the chest over the belt; cf. Ruth 3:15).  If we judge harshly, we will be judged 

with abundant harshness.  If we condemn and show little mercy, we will be condemned and 

shown no mercy.  If we forgive, then we will be showered with forgiveness.  Jesus explains 
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that if we make wrong judgments, we should expect even great injustice.  But if we make 

right judgments, we can expect righteous justice.  God will respond to those who forgive and 

give to others in a good measure (not meagerly), pressed down (filling without holes or gaps 

left), shaken (so the measure will settle and you will be filled even more fully), running over 

your lap (so the measure will be piled high).  God’s blessing to those who forgive and give to 

others is abundantly rich.  Human generosity is rewarded with divine generosity, which is a 

great measure of return because God is infinitely richer than the richest man!  There are 

many biblical examples of sowing and reaping sparingly (Gen 13:10-11; 14:11-12; 1 Sam 

25:10-11, 37-38; Hag 1:6, 9; Mal 1:6-8; Jas 5:1-5), and sowing and reaping generously (Gen 

13:7-9; 15:1, 18-21; 17:1-8; 44:18-34; 49:8-10; Ruth 1:16-17; 4:13-22; 1 Sam 1:11, 19-20; 

3:19; 2 Sam 7:1-3, 8-17; 2 Kgs 4:8-10, 36-37; 8:1-6; Jer 38:7-13; 39:15-18; Mt 19:27-30; 

26:6-7, 10-13; Jn 12:1-3; Phil 3:7; 2 Tim 4:8). 

Illustration: Everyone knows when you buy a package of cereal it is not really full.  The label 

on the box says “contents may settle during shipping” so you won’t think you got ripped off.  

God does not fill us with blessing in the manner the cereal box is “filled.”  Remember the 

changed heart of Ebenezer Scrooge after the three Christmas ghosts visited him?  The next 

morning he saw the men who he had insulted for soliciting a donation for the poor.  

Ebenezer, desiring to show the extent of his joy for receiving a second chance at life, gave 

the men bags and bags of gold.  One bag was generous, but abundantly generous Ebenezer 

kept giving more and more. 

8. Vv39-42.  Disciples must have spiritual sight.  They must learn from the Teacher before they 

will be able to teach others.  Disciples must see themselves clearly (sins, faults, and all) and 

deal with themselves before pointing out the faults and sins of others. 

9. Vv39-40. Jesus is urging his disciples to be careful who they choose to follow.  Don’t follow 

people who you don’t want to be like.  A disciple is necessarily shaped by the character and 

doctrine of his teacher.  Jesus says that a disciple is not above his master (Lord).  This does 

not mean that a disciple is unable to become greater or more accomplished than his teacher.  

Jesus means that a teacher, when he has fully trained his disciple in everything he is able to 

teach him, makes the disciple like himself.  For a disciple to become different than (or 

surpass) his teacher, the disciple must find himself a new teacher.  But in this context, Jesus 

is the teacher.  A disciple must not endeavor to surpass or go beyond Jesus as his teacher 

because Jesus is the Great Teacher.  No one is greater than he. 

10. V39. The blind man in the parable is one who is blind to his own faults and sins while 

judging and condemning others.  The blind guide is a common biblical image for foolish 

behavior (Ps 25:5; 86:11; 119:35; Eccl 2:14; Mt 15:14; 23:16-26; Rom 2:19). 

11. V40. What are the character of the teacher and the nature of his discipleship training? Jesus 

was gracious, forgiving, and did good; therefore fully training disciples should go and do 

likewise.  No teacher is greater than Jesus Christ.  He is Master and Lord.  He is the one 

mediator of truth and life between God and human beings.  Only through Jesus may we have 

a relationship with God, and be forgiven and justified before God.  Of course this is offense 

in a world that desires many ways to heaven.  But Jesus claims to be the exclusive teacher.  

He is not merely the best way to God; he is the only way to God.  Consider that Jesus does 
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not claim to merely offer wisdom about God.  He claims to offer the way to know God.  If 

you are looking for God, look no further than Jesus. 

12. Vv41-42. Jesus taught another parable to illustrate the principle that spiritual blindness 

creates a hypocritical (even hyper-critical!) person.  The image is striking and memorable.  

Of course you can’t remove the tiny speck of wood from your brother’s eye unless you can 

see clearly to find it and remove it.  But unless you remove the log (beam, plank, board) from 

your own eye first, you can’t see your brother’s eye speck.  Jesus uses exaggeration to drive 

this point home with humor.  “The crowd must have laughed out loud when Jesus described 

an ‘eye doctor’ with a plank in his eye, performing surgery on a patient with a speck in his 

eye!”
1
  Blindness leads to gross hypocrisy.  Hypocrisy expresses itself in a hyper-critical 

spirit toward others.  Judgment should start with ourselves.  Note that in these verses Jesus 

doesn’t forbid all judging, for the one who removes the log in his own eye is thereafter 

permitted to help remove the speck from his brother’s eye.  It is not true that your sin is 

private, and that it is nobody else’s business.  Conversely, it is not true that your brother’s sin 

is his business and you don’t have the responsibility to help him to remove remaining sin in 

his life.  Principle: Don’t judge or condemn others for sins of which we are also guilty.  

Christians ought to take great care concerning their own faults, but ought not use their own 

faults as an excuse to not engage in counseling-type ministry. 

13. V41. We should not be so consumed in our thoughts of the sins of others that we become 

blind to our own sin.  Note that we often rationalize our own sins by dwelling on the same 

sins that appear in greater magnitude in others.  If you remember your own sins when you are 

tempted to judge and condemn others, then you might find you have less to say. 

Illustration: “Sure I can criticize others from time to time (who doesn’t?), but at least I don’t 

raise my voice when doing it.”  Or “So I like my gadgets and toys, but I don’t run out and 

buy them the first day they go on sale like so-and-so.”  Or “I know I probably shouldn’t be 

watching those 1 or 2 crude TV shows and movies that are my favorites, but at least I’m not 

addicted to porn like so-and-so.” 

14. V42. What does it mean to be a hypocrite?  Luke records Jesus’ examples of hypocrites (Lk 

11:42; 12:56; 13:15).  It is not the same as a believer who struggles with sin and doing what 

is right, often falling in his Christian walk but getting back up.  It is not the same as a 

believer who obeys even when he doesn’t feel like it.  Someone who sets aside their desire to 

do what is necessary and right is mature, not a hypocrite.  One who is weak in faith is not a 

hypocrite.  A hypocrite in the biblical sense is a play actor looking for the praise of men.  

Jesus is condemning religious hypocrites—those who act out religious behavior to gain 

attention, approval, acceptance, admiration, or applause from others.  Hypocrisy is not just a 

Pharisaical sin in Luke’s gospel (cf. Lk 12:1, 56; 13:15); it is also a disciple’s sin.  Anyone 

can have a pharisaical disposition, and disciples especially should beware because religiosity 

tends to breed a pharisaical spirit. What is the difference between right and wrong judgment?  

Wrong judgment is motivated by pride, for building oneself up by tearing another person 
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down (Lk 18:11-12).  Right judgment is motivated by love, for exhorting and warning 

another of the dangers of his sin out of concern for the other’s life (Gal 6:1-5; Heb 3:13).  

Jesus is encouraging self-discipline and mutual discipline. 

15. V42. Right judgment starts with self-accountability.  “Those who do the best job of restoring 

others in their walk are those who can restore themselves.  That means being able to receive 

rebuke and honestly going before the Lord so that our beam may be removed.  Only then are 

we ready to consider how to help a fellow believer remove the speck from his or her eye.”
2
  

The emphasis is on being honest with yourself and acting as a person of integrity, not 

hypocrisy.  See the poignant negative example of hypocrisy in King David (2 Sam 12:1-14). 

Application: It is easy to try to help a brother with his faults and sins because it allows us to 

cover up our own sins.  This is a great temptation.  Parents are tempted to judge their children 

harshly because they don’t want them to struggle with the same character flaws and sins they 

have since given up trying to change in themselves.  It’s even worse when the parent pretends 

that only his child is flawed in a particular area.  Often older brothers and sisters only notice 

the flaws in their siblings, and gleefully point them out with an attitude of superiority.  

Husband and wives judge each other, trying to change the other person without allowing their 

spouse the intimate access to change them.  Pastors and counselors are tempted to assume a 

“higher” plane of righteousness, lording their position as teachers over others without being 

accountable, vulnerable, and honest themselves.  The Bible speaks the truth when it says 

“there is none righteous, no not one!” (Rom 3:10).  Be honest enough to admit it.  Live in 

integrity by dealing with yourself before graciously dealing with others. 

Quotation: “Oh, how horrible our sins look when they are committed by someone else!” ~ 

Chuck Smith 

Quotation: “If we must judge, let us first use the mirror on our own wall for practice.” ~ 

Anonymous 

Quotation: “One of the most subtle burdens God ever puts on us as saints is this burden of 

discernment concerning other souls. He reveals things in order that we may take the burden 

of these souls before Him and form the mind of Christ about them. It is not that we bring God 

into touch with our minds, but that we rouse ourselves until God is able to convey His mind 

to us about the one for whom we intercede.” ~ Oswald Chambers, My Utmost for His 

Highest 

Illustration: Game my wife and I play with each other when we fall into the sin of criticizing 

others.  The first person to realize that we are being critically judgmental and not lovingly 

concerned will state their own criticism of others something like this: “It just goes to show 

that so-and-so is not perfect like me.  After all, if everyone listened to me the world would be 

a better place!”  The first person to say it “wins” and thus ends the criticism.  We’re not 

supposed to keep track of who is ahead. ☺ 
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16. Vv43-45. Jesus teaches his disciples that we ought to make correct, wise judgments.  Jesus 

was a shrewd judge of character and doctrine.  He is a righteous and wise judge.  And we are 

to imitate him—follow him as true disciples.  A principle that guides us in making wise 

judgments is to know that words and actions are determined by character.  In the language of 

his imagery: a tree is known by its own fruit.  How can we determine rightly whether a 

person is “good” or “bad”?  By observing their words and actions (their “fruit”).  A person’s 

words and actions will always reveal the character of that person’s heart.  Note that we are 

not sinners because we sin, but rather we sin because we are sinners.  Character determines 

conduct.  This is why sinners need a savior!  Sinners cannot reform themselves.  They need a 

“good” heart—a new heart.  If even Jesus’ committed disciples (the ones who will persevere 

because they choose to obey not just hear his words) can be described as hypocrites and 

sinners, then surely all people are “bad” trees!  We all need a heart transplant to become 

“good” trees.  People who are born anew with “good” hearts must still choose to obey the 

words of Jesus.  Obedience is the only way we can demonstrate that we are “good”—that we 

have new hearts that will yield good fruit. 

17. V43. Reading this verse in context, a good tree produces love even for enemies and a 

nonjudgmental attitude, whereas a bad tree produces hate and judgment of others.  

Interestingly (but not surprisingly), Luke’s next section (Lk 7:1-7) after the Sermon on the 

Plain illustrates a person who loves his “enemies” and is non-judgmental: A Gentile 

centurion loves the nation of Israel (his natural enemy) so much he builds them a synagogue.  

When his servant was sick he sent for Jesus to come to his house to heal him.  But the 

centurion, judging himself unworthy for Jesus to enter his home, sent word ahead to Jesus to 

just “say the word” and his servant would be healed.  Luke’s illustration shows that the 

Gentile centurion was a good tree bearing good fruit. 

18. V44. A tree is “known” by its fruit.  The nature and character of a tree cannot be hidden 

forever.  Eventually its fruit is revealed, on display for the world to see.  A good heart will be 

revealed by the person’s words and actions; a bad heart will be revealed in like manner.  

Hypocritical behavior will be exposed by a person’s “bad fruit” (cf. Lk 3:9; 13:6-9; Mt 7:16-

20; 12:33-37).  But take care in making a judgment call on someone’s spiritual position based 

on observing his fruit. (1) This principle applies to observing a person’s life-long walk with 

God, not individual snapshot moments. (2) Some people who confess faith may turn away 

from God for a time (1 Cor 3:1-3) in such a way that they yield no observable fruit.  It is 

proper for you to ask your brothers and sisters to examine themselves whether they are in the 

faith (2 Cor 13:5).  A wise and humble person may wonder whether such a person is truly in 

the faith, but rather than declaring you know the answer, encourage the person to honestly 

examine themselves regarding the health of their soul. (3) Do not give up faith in yourself (or 

others) if your examination reveals little fruit of salvation.  God who began the work of 

salvation will be faithful to complete it (Phil 1:6).  The seed of faith God plants in a new 

heart will sprout and produce fruit (Rom 8:1-16; Jas 2:14-26), but in varying degrees in 

different people.  Those who listen to Jesus and earnestly seek to follow him should not be 

obsessed with examining themselves for good fruit, because they will certainly be producing 

it by his grace.  Those who have life will certainly live it. 

19. V45. NET sn: Mention of the heart shows that Jesus is not interested in what is done, but why. 

Motives are more important than actions for him. 
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20. V45. What is the “good” fruit produced by the good heart?  Forgiving others, giving to others 

generously, closely monitoring and judging one’s self before venturing to “judge” others.  In 

the larger context, loving enemies.  What is the “bad” fruit produced by the bad heart?  

Judging and condemning others.  Hypocritically criticizing others when one is guilty of the 

same (or greater) sin.  In the larger context, hating enemies.  Jesus taught several times on a 

person’s heart revealed (cf. Lk 2:35; 5:22).  “Out of the abundance of his heart” possibly 

refers to the unguarded words that a person speaks reflect the character of his heart.  James 

addresses the same issue (Jas 3:1-12).  “The tongue is a litmus test of the soul, and the 

product of one’s life is a litmus test of the heart.  Each one should examine one’s own self in 

this regard, not others.”
3
   Recognize that your best efforts to make a good impression on 

others will eventually fail if your heart is deceptive.  The “real you” will always eventually 

come out.  You are what you produce, especially when it comes to your words. 

Application: Jesus’ illustration of the fruit trees does not promote fatalism.  No one can say 

of himself, “I can see from my fruit that I’m a bad tree.  I suppose there is no hope for me, 

but it’s not my fault because I’m a bad tree.”  And by extension certainly no one can say this 

of another person.  Jesus says that everyone (both those who are “good” and “bad” trees) will 

give account on the day of judgment (Mt 12:36).  Hope is found in the prayer of repentance 

and faith (Ps 51:10).  For “bad” trees cannot change themselves, but Jesus is able to make 

bad trees good.  If a lack of good fruit describes you, then repent of your bad fruit, fill 

yourself with good things (Phil 4:8-9), and ask God to bless your efforts by giving your good 

fruit. 

21. V45. Note that out of the abundance of Jesus’ heart he teaches good words—teaching that 

gives life.  Jesus’ words reveal his heart to be good.  Therefore he is a master worthy of 

following. 

22. V46. NET tn: The double use of the vocative is normally used in situations of high emotion or 

emphasis. Even an emphatic confession without action means little.  

23. V46. Jesus begins to conclude his Sermon on the Plain by confronting his hearers.  Surely 

most of them were reverently nodding and giving lip service to Jesus.  “Yes, Lord.  Your 

teachings are good.  We are glad you are speaking these things (for our wives, our kids, our 

neighbors, our friends, our enemies).”  But Jesus challenges this kind of lip service, 

unmasking it, revealing it for what it is: disobedience.  Any confession of Jesus as “Lord” 

that falls short of obedience reveals a person not committed to the life of discipleship in the 

school or Christ.  No one can call Jesus “Lord” (or even stridently plead with him, “Lord! 

Lord!”) unless he chooses to complete his verbal confession of faith with obedience.  One 

who confesses without obeying is a hypocrite and a fool.  Then Jesus proceeds to describe 

what such lip service will produce—a disastrous life. 

24. Application: Controversy over “Lordship Salvation.”  Some wanted to guard God’s free 

grace for the salvation of sinners to such an extent that they resisted the idea of requiring a 

faith that obeys.  They argued it was possible to accept Jesus your “Savior” but not as your 
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“Lord” and still be saved.  Others, including the Reformed, insisted on the doctrine of 

“Lordship Salvation”—that Jesus’ call of discipleship is necessarily a call to faith and 

obedience, specifically a faith that produces obedience to the commands of Christ.  Jesus 

clearly taught the Lordship Salvation position throughout his ministry.  Discipleship requires 

commitment, and real faith will produce obedience.  Anything less is a counterfeit. 

25. Vv47-49. Jesus tells a gripping parable about two men building their homes—one is foolish 

and one is wise.  The wise one lays a proper foundation by digging.  And he digs deeply.  

Jesus uses two words for “dig,” possibly to show us that there is one surfacey way to dig, and 

there is a deep way to dig.  To dig deeply takes costly planning, commitment, effort, and 

patience.  But building on a solid foundation by digging deeply will result in security, 

permanence, and blessing.  The foolish one builds on the surface of the ground.  Perhaps he 

digs a little, but certainly not deeply.  His effort are not nearly as costly, they require less 

planning because he can “get to work” on his house right away, and they require less 

commitment because the job will be finished in time for leisure and living.  But the fool’s 

house will never withstand the flood when it bursts upon his home.  The lack of foundation 

will render his labor futile, and his life will be a great ruin.  Jesus says that the one who obeys 

is the wise builder, and the one who merely listens and emphatically calls him “Lord” is the 

foolish builder.  The foundation corresponds to what a person does with Jesus’ claims and 

teaching (whether he obeys him or not); the flood corresponds to divine judgment.  Lesson: 

Confession without obedience is worthless, therefore build your house on the sure foundation 

of obeying Jesus.  Hear Jesus’ teaching and obey him, otherwise you will not escape divine 

judgment. 

26. V47. James echoes the teaching of Jesus on hearing and obeying (Jas 2:14-26).  Those who 

“come to Jesus” in this context are the apostles, the larger band of disciples, and the 

multitudes from the surrounding region (cf. Lk 6:17-18). 

27. V48. NET sn: The picture here is of a river overflowing its banks and causing flooding and chaos. 

28. V48. What is the meaning of the foundation rock in the parable?  The Rock is Christ himself 

(Isa 28:16; Rom 9:33; 1 Cor 3:11; 10:4; 1 Pet 2:6). 

29. V49. To hear the words of Jesus, to sing his praises and confess him as Lord are altogether 

worthless without obedience (Ezek 33:31-33).  To build on the sand is to pay lip service to 

Christ but not obey his teaching.  Note that a firm foundation does not seem necessary when 

life is calm.  But when crises inevitably come, the foundation is tested.  People who confess 

Jesus as “Lord” but do not obey are not preparing for crises.  When the flood comes (as it 

does for every professing Christian in the form of trials, temptations, doubts, bereavement, 

death, and ultimately the final judgment), the lack of a firm foundation will sweep them away 

to disaster (Ezek 13:8-16). 

Application: Why do people build without a solid foundation?  From the perspective of the 

parable, we can surmise several reasons. (1) To save time and avoid hard work. (2) 

Waterfront scenery is more attractive and affords higher social status. (3) To join friends and 

family who already live on the sand. (4) Because news of the violent storm has not reached 

them. (5) Because they have minimized the severity of the violent storm news. (6) Because 
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they don’t believe disaster can happen to them.  These are all reasons people believe it is safe 

for them to build without a solid foundation on Jesus Christ.  Every reason is foolish and 

shortsighted.  Which reasons describe your life?  What are your foolish and shortsighted 

reasons for not taking the hard road of discipleship to follow Jesus? 

30. Summary prayer: “Grant me, O Lord, to know what I ought to know, to love what I ought to 

love, to praise what delights Thee most, to value what is precious in Thy sight, to hate what is 

offensive to Thee. Do not suffer me to judge according to the sight of my eyes, nor to pass 

sentence according to the hearing of the ears of ignorant men; but to discern with a true 

judgment between things visible and spiritual, and above all, always to inquire what is the 

good pleasure of Thy will.” ~ Thomas a Kempis 

31. Summary of the Sermon on the Plain.  The entire sermon is subversive and typical of Jesus’ 

teaching.  His lessons are full of sharp contrasts, memorable images, stern warnings to 

religious people, and commands that are hard to hear and seemingly impossible to obey.  In 

the context of the Sermon on the Plain, those who accept Jesus and his teaching will be 

blessed by God and rewarded in heaven (Lk 6:20-23), but woe to those who reject Jesus and 

his teaching (Lk 6:24-26), for they will be destroyed (Lk 6:49).  Although it may seem at first 

glance that judgment is based upon doing Jesus’ commands, it is not the actions themselves 

but the reason for doing the commands that brings blessing.  True disciples obey Jesus 

because they are committed to him.  Hypocrites (play actors), who may outwardly appear for 

a time to be obedient, will reveal themselves as bad trees by their bad fruit. 
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8 Sermon References 

John 7:24  Do not judge by appearances, but judge with right 
judgment." 

1 Corinthians 5:12  For what have I to do with judging outsiders? 
Is it not those inside the church whom you are to judge? 

3 John 9   I have written something to the church, but Diotrephes, 
who likes to put himself first, does not acknowledge our authority. 

Romans 2:1-3  Therefore you have no excuse, O man, every one 
of you who judges. For in passing judgment on another you 
condemn yourself, because you, the judge, practice the very 
same things.  2 We know that the judgment of God rightly falls on 
those who practice such things.  3 Do you suppose, O man--you 
who judge those who practice such things and yet do them 
yourself--that you will escape the judgment of God? 

Luke 11:42  But woe to you Pharisees! For you tithe mint and rue 
and every herb, and neglect justice and the love of God. These 
you ought to have done, without neglecting the others. 

Luke 18:11-12  The Pharisee, standing by himself, prayed thus: 
'God, I thank you that I am not like other men, extortioners, unjust, 
adulterers, or even like this tax collector.  12 I fast twice a week; I 
give tithes of all that I get.' 

Galatians 6:1  Brothers, if anyone is caught in any transgression, 
you who are spiritual should restore him in a spirit of gentleness. 
Keep watch on yourself, lest you too be tempted. 

1 Corinthians 3:14-15   If the work that anyone has built on the 
foundation survives, he will receive a reward.  15 If anyone's work 
is burned up, he will suffer loss, though he himself will be saved, 
but only as through fire. 




